With Active Fleets you can
monitor your entire fleet of
vehicles from the web. It gives you
instant updates on vehicle activity
and empowers you with analytical
reports that sift though millions of
data points to unlock valuable
business insights
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Real Time Fleet
Monitoring and
Analytics

How it works
A device with GPS and Wireless communication

Live Fleet

Management Reports

Live Fleet tracking lets you see your entire fleet on the

Active Fleets maintains a detailed log of vehicle activity

capabilities is installed on your vehicle. It keeps our servers

map in real time.

made up of millions of data points. With advanced

updated about the location of your vehicle. The server







Snapshot view of all vehicles’ location

analytics, we tap this raw data to generate reports that

Route travelled by each vehicle

give you useful information in form of intuitive reports

maintains a record of these updates. At any point of time you
can log into our portal to access this data in form of maps,
charts and analytical reports

Speed and Heading
Locations update every 10~15 seconds



Stops Taken

Locate vehicle with an accuracy of 5~10 meters



Distance Covered



Places Visited



Active and Idle Time

With real time alerts you choose to be instantly notified



Over speeding

about events such as



...and more

Apart from location you can also monitor the speed
and optionally temperature, humidity, atmospheric pressure
etc. in real time. The system can be configured to look out for
certain events like over speeding, vehicle start, stop, etc. and
alert you via email or SMS

Real Time Alerts









Vehicle Start or Stop
Excessive Idling
Towing
Device Tampering
Vehicle entering or exiting a specified area

Other Features




Geo Fencing
Customizable Points of Interest
Easy to use well designed user interface

Benefits








Future proof your
investment with standards
based technology

Over speeding

See the current status of your entire fleet at a glance
Get instant alerts on important events
Perform historic drill down on vehicle activity
End reliance on driver provided information
Improve ETA estimation
Get robust metrics about your fleet
Identify bottlenecks in you operations

Existing & future IT systems in your organisation can make use
the data collected by Active Fleets using standard machine-2machine data access techniques.
Your investment is not in a closed, standalone appliance but in
a system with all the plugs and sockets in place which would
allow it to be seamlessly integrated into your IT infrastructure.

Pricing
The cost has two components: one time cost of the device
installed in each vehicle and a subscription fee for using the
service – online access and SMS Alerts.
Contact us with for the latest pricing.

